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MSB High Quality Demolition Tools
based on the strict quality control process.

TOOL SELECTION
Correct selection of tools is the first step in obtaining maximum life from the product.

Conical Point
Con

Wide Chisel

Used for general demolition work where
penetrative breaking is required.
penetr

Used for increased productivity
in softer materials.

Pyramid Point
Pyr

Blunt

Used for use where increased
breakout forces are required.
breako

Used for impact breaking, secondary
breakingand also scaling in mines
and tunnels.

X-Type Point
X-T

Super Blunt

Used for use in soft or high dust
operations.
operat

Used as Blunt but with larger diameter
at working end to give increased life
and wear-resistance.

Chisel
Chi

Driving Tool

Used same as points, but also where
cutting action is required, like
a cutti
bench
benching and trenching.

Used for driving in posts, pipes, etc.

Grooved Chisel
Gro

Detachable Shanks
and Pads

Used for use in soft or high dust
applic
applications.

Used for compacting loose ground.

Care and Use
Working Angle
Critical to tool life is using the tool at the correct working angle of 90˚ to the working surface. Failure
to do this will result in high contact pressure between the tool and the bushings and the likelihood of
galling between the surfaces. In turn this can lead to premature failure of the tool plus damage and
rapid wear to the bushings. Worn bushings can allow the tool to be angled over to a position where
the striking face is hit at an angle by the piston.

WARRANTY GUIDE
MSB tools are guaranteed against defects in raw material and workmanship. A visual inspection of the tool failure
can give a quick indication of the cause.

A

Fatigue fracture originated from the inside of the tool due to material
defect.
Warranty Claim accepted.

Lubrication
Lubrication of the tool/bushing with the correct quality high temperature/high pressure grease at
regular intervals is essential. Such greases are best able to cope with the extreme contact pressures
generated by an incorrect working angle, leverage and excessive bending etc.

USE OF CHEAP SUBSTITUTES (OR NO GREASE AT ALL) IS A MISTAKE
AND WILL RESULT IN PREMATURE TOOL FAILURE

B

Warranty Claim only accepted when the area of the fatigue rupture
is more than 40% of the tool area.

C

Crack propagates along the tool length direction due to heat treat
defect.
Warranty Claim accepted.

Blank Firing
Continuing to use the hammer when the tool is not or only partially in contact with the work surface
will result in the tool being fired down on the retainer pin. This will cause heavy wear and damage to
the upper retainer flat radius area and the retaining pin itself.

Heavy scratching or scoring on the tool surface leads to a fatigue
fracture (dark circle segment) on the surface of the tool.

D

Collapsed tool head caused by heat treat defect.
Warranty Claim accepted.

Tools should be examined regularly, eg. every 40 hours for damage in this area which should then
be ground out.
At the same time as the tool is examined the time should be taken to check the tool bushings for
wear and damage, looking to replace or repair as necessary.

Overheating
Avoid continuous working in one position. Do not strike in one spot for more than 10-15 seconds
before changing the tool to another position. Failure to do this can lead to excessive heat build-up
t the working end with ‘mushrooming’ as a consequence.

Leverage/Bending

E

Warranty Claim rejected.

F

Keep the boom and hammer feed sufficient to ensure that the tool is held against the hammer
shoulder stop at all times when working.

Failure of the tool pin groove at tool head side caused by blank firing.
Warranty Claim rejected.

G

Using the tool as a lever to help break the ground is a common tool breaker. Avoid leverage and
excessive bending at all times.

Loose Running

Typical fracture caused by excessive bending/leverage of the tool.

Typical fracture caused by excessive wear of bushings.
Warranty Claim rejected.

H

Damages on tool surface due to strong side loads and striking by using
wrong working angle or insufficient lubrication.
Warranty Claim rejected.

Tool Reconditioning
Under most normal conditions the tool will not need reconditioning. However tools that have lost
their shape on the working end can cause high stresses throughout the tool and hammer.
Reconditioning by milling or turning is recommended. Welding or flame cutting is not recommended
as the heat generated could cause structural changes within the material which in turn can lead to
premature failure or rapid wear.

I

Mushrooming at the tool tip caused by driving the tool for too long
period of time without penetration.
Warranty Claim rejected.

